When Nick and I planted the first 30 acres of vines, we were pioneers in this region of
the Sonoma Coast. As such we were tinkerers, uncertain what clones would best express our site and how much of each would be ideal in a wine. We now farm 13 clonal
selections of Pinot noir strewn across 35 acres kept distinct by clonal selection. There
is no Ama block. No Scallop Shelf block. Nope, no Pomarium block, either (thank god,
everyone would call it the dog pound). I am often asked by an uninitiated person
how these cuveés can be distinct as the grapes come from the same vineyard. After
tasting them this question is usually followed by “wow, the cuveés really do taste different!” Here is why we think this
is and how each came into being.

We pick the 13 clones of Pinot noir in 25-28 separate picking blocks. Each block may have different sensory characteristics due to the clone, the soil, the aspect, and the ripeness at picking. Some lots may emphasize fruit, some may have
little fruit expression but are earthy. Some may have deep bass notes, some might be very light and floral, and on and
on. These blocks are vinified and aged separately and blended before bottling to make the three Estate Pinot noirs.
When making blends, Vanessa is much like a painter. Painters apply layers of paint to a canvas to create depth, light,
color, and shape. Working with more than 25 pinots Vanessa has at least 25 individual paints she can layer to bring
forth the voice of the vineyard in three distinct wines. There should be an overall harmony and individual character to
each cuveé and within that style there should be top notes, middle notes, and bass notes that support one another and
result in a complex tasting experience.
Up until the 2005 vintage, we made one Peay Estate Pinot noir named the Estate. Monthly, Vanessa would refine and
we would taste blind potential blends for the 2005 Estate Pinot. Two distinct cuveés rose to the top but the three of us
found it difficult to agree on the single best expression of Pinot noir from our vineyard. One was bright and aromatic,
the other was darker fruited and earthy. All the trial blends had great acidity and forest floor flavors that lingered on
the finish – a hallmark of our Pinot noirs in any vintage. Inevitably, neither blend represented the majority of the Pinot
we made. So, we decided to pick our two favorites and make two estate Pinot noirs.
Alas, we needed names to differentiate the two estate wines. They needed to be evocative of our site and meaningful.
We could opt for Peay III, IV, V like George Foreman so eloquently named his sons (there is a VI and a Jr.) Perhaps not.
At the time, we could not name them after our children, either - which appears to be popular among wineries - as we
were childless. Summer was nigh, however, and we needed to print labels immediately so we pulled out a white
board and started to brainstorm. Here is what came of our naming and what we think each cuveé has to say about Pinot noir from our estate vineyard.

Pomarium is Latin for apple orchard. Our vineyard was once planted to acres of apple trees; some for eating, some for
drying, some for making cider. We have an old kiln onsite where the original homesteaders would dry the apples and
ship them from the port at Stewart’s Point to San Francisco. Many of these 100 year old trees still produce delicious
fruit. They encircle block 1 and the newest blocks 14 and 15.
We thought Pomarium was a euphonious name that evoked our land’s farming heritage. Of course,
we had no idea if it was pronounced Poe-mar-e-um or Poe-mare-e-um. We also had never heard of
the puffy toy dog favored by Queen Victoria, the Pomeranian. Turns out this is the 15 th most popular
breed of dog and based on my research traveling the country pouring this wine, more people
Continued on page 5
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The 2013 growing season was even and a little early. We had a dry (ish) fall and the grapes reached full maturity at low
sugar resulting in complete and delicious expressions of our individual wines. Yields were average for us (which
means low but not heartbreakingly so). As a result, there should be enough of each wine to meet initial demand, yet
most will sell out after a few weeks from release. Below are notes on the wines from the spring release.

This is a quintessential Peay Viognier. The nose has leesy notes with lime blossoms and narcissus
accenting lemongrass, lychee and ginger notes. There is some cream and roundness on the palate,
but it is not fat or heavy. On the contrary, the mid-palate is quite direct and brisk with superb acidity keeping the wine fresh. The finish is quite long with lingering notes of lime, chalk and ginger. If
you have never tried our Viognier, this is nothing like the Viognier you have had before from the
New or Old World. It is much leaner and chalkier, no fruit cocktail or peach flavors to be found.

Grapes for the Sonoma Coast Chardonnay are sourced from three vineyards: our estate vineyard in
Annapolis; Searby Vineyard farmed by Charlie Heintz in the Occidental region of the West Sonoma Coast; and Campbell Ranch, a vineyard located a few miles from our vineyard. Each has a distinct character. Vanessa blends them to craft a complex, cold climate Chardonnay that clearly
speaks the voice of the West Sonoma Coast. To drink Chardonnay at this reasonable price level
from our region, much less from our estate vineyard, is difficult due to low yields and the high cost
of farming. We created the Sonoma Coast cuveé to introduce you to the potential of Chardonnay
from our region at a more everyday price, cost be damned, and we hope you enjoy it.
The nose has a smoky, toasted brioche quality (not char, lightly browned toast) with some resin and anise seed notes
peeking under the tent. The sautéed pear fruit flavor in the fore palate has some green highlights with a pleasing silky
mid palate. On the finish, notes of lemon curd combine with crisp acidity to keep the wine linear and energetic. You
can enjoy it on release or age it for 3-5 years for flavors to integrate and bottle bouquet to develop.

The Sonoma Coast Pinot noir is made almost entirely from grapes grown on our estate vineyard. It
has all of the clones we grow in the blend and, as such, is a good snapshot of the vintage and the
essential nature of Pinot noir from our vineyard. I like the 2013 Sonoma Coast as it is quite bright
and aromatic. The nose is pretty and lifted. Orange rind and spices frame the brandied cherry and
forest floor notes on the nose. Hints of licorice, dried leaves and mushrooms peek out among the
tart red fruit flavors. We tasted this wine again a few hours after opening it and the mid-palate
really filled out and showed great depth of flavor and persistence. I recommend you either decant the wine if you wish
to try a bottle on release or age it a few years to experience this effect as it took the wine in an exciting direction.

The famed Savoy Vineyard in Anderson Valley represented our first foray into making vineyard
designate wine from someone else’s fruit. We have admired this vineyard for some time and when
fruit was offered to us in 2011, the opportunity to put a Peay touch on this vineyard proved irresistible. We have been fortunate that the owners of Savoy are diligent farmers and are now replanting new blocks and offering us older blocks and clones we have desired. Barring any unforeseen disasters, we look forward to making a Savoy wine for a long time.
The nose has a remarkable savory, forest floor, blood and cherry profile. The fruits are red, not black and not “heavy”
but with great depth of aroma. There is a roasted star anise duck quality with copper and maraschino cherry notes redolent of a more approachable and feminine Burgundy, like Chambolle. The fruit is framed by the earthy Mendocino
spice quality that makes this wine downright yummy. You can drink the Savoy now or hold it for 5+ years.
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The aromatic profile of the 2013 Pomarium is made distinct by a beguiling incense quality that
wraps the smells of cured ham, forest floor, wild strawberry and sage in a heady embrace. The fore
palate emphasizes the sage and blood orange flavors adding mushroom and pomegranate flavors.
The mid palate is quite seductive with silky tannins providing structure and tension. Some brown
spices peek out as the wine is young that will integrate with bottle time. An Earl Grey or black tea
flavor persists on the very long finish. We recommend you try one on release to recognize the potential and age the remaining bottles for 3-15 years to allow flavors to integrate.

I love cold climate Syrah. I drink more of it than any other variety. This is not easy to do as there is
not much truly cold climate Syrah made in the world. The 2012 Les Titans captures what attracts
me to this style of wine. The nose reminds me of a white pepper and nicoise olive inflected meat
sauce, perhaps after braising a leg of lamb. Thyme, tarragon and sage provide an herbal edge and
gives lift. The palate adds lead and graphite flavors to huckleberry and dark sour cherry fruit flavors. The wine is focused and has some texture but is not fat or heavy. The soft tannins provide
delineation and structure and bode well for what will happen in the next 10-15 years in the bottle.

In Pursuit of Balance Tasting & Seminar—NYC

2/23

New York, NY

www.inpursuitofbalance.com

Piccino Wine Dinner for Int’l Women’s Day

3/4

SF, CA

415.824.4224

Relais & Chateaux GourmetFest Gala & Luncheon

3/5-6

Carmel, CA

www.gourmetfestcarmel.com

In Pursuit of Balance Tasting—San Francisco

3/16

SF, CA

www.inpursuitofbalance.com

Pigs & Pinot

3/20-21

Healdsburg, CA

www.hotelhealdsburg.com/pigsandpinot

High Museum Wine Auction Weekend

3/25-28

Atlanta, GA

www.atlanta-wineauction.org

In Pursuit of Balance Tasting & Seminar—Houston

3/30

Houston, TX

www.inpursuitofbalance.com

In Pursuit of Balance—Japan

4/14 &16

Osaka & Tokyo

www.inpursuitofbalance.com

Commis Wine Dinner

4/16

Oakland, CA

When announced RSVP to: 510.653.3902

Star Chefs & Vintners: Meals on Wheels Auction

4/19

SF, CA

www.mowsf.org/gala

D.C. Wine Dinner—location TBD

4/22

Washington D.C.

Heart’s Delight Wine Auction

4/23-25

Washington D.C.

www.heartsdelightwineauction.org

Nelson Atkins Museum Shuttle Cork Weekend

4/30-5/2

Kansas City, KS

www.nc.nelson-atkins.org/shuttlecork

Dry Creek Kitchen Wine Dinner

5/8

Healdsburg, CA

When announced RSVP to: 707.431.0330

Peay Spring Open House

5/9

Cloverdale, CA

RSVP to: kelli@peayvineyards.com

Chicago Wine Dinner—location TBD

5/19

Chicago, IL

Will announce 2 months in advance

West of West Wine Festival—Chicago

5/20

Chicago, IL

When announced, tix at www. westsonomacoast.com/west-of-west-festival

AQ Wine Dinner

6/3

SF, CA

When announced RSVP to: 415.291.4000

West of West Wine Festival—Sonoma

7/30-8/2

Sebastopol, CA

When announced, tix at www. westsonomacoast.com/west-of-west-festival

The Progress Wine Dinner

TBD/Aug

SF, CA

When announced RSVP to: 415.673.1294

Peay Fall Release Begins

8/25

Worldwide!

In 4 waves via email and snail mail
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Every August we invite our local sommeliers and wine directors to the vineyard for an event we call
Peay Vineyards “Sommelier Love Fest.” Around 40-50 people drive all the way out to the coast for a
special tasting followed by a seated dinner we prepare for them on the lawn. Everyone brings a few
bottles of wine to share with the meal and we burn a bonfire and share stories deep into the night. It is
our opportunity to serve and provide for our customers as they work the rest of the year representing
us in their restaurants and shops.
This past August I thought it might be interesting for us to taste our Estate Chardonnay from the 2013
vintage back to the 2004 vintage. I had never done this before. Sure, I drink older vintages at wine dinners and regularly implore our customers to age our Chardonnay a few years to witness what happens
to them with more time in the bottle. But this was a rare opportunity for me to taste (almost) all of our
Chardonnay at a single snapshot in time: To allow me to really reflect on the character of Peay Chardonnay. To observe
what they had in common and what was different based on the time in bottle, the weather during the vintage, the age of
the vineyard, and our understanding of how best to grow and make the wines. My impressions of each wine are below.
In summary, there is a focused, chalky, lime-inflected minerality evident in every wine and declares that you are drinking
Peay Vineyards Chardonnay grown in a cold place. In cooler years, this character is more pronounced, in warmer years it
serves as a scaffold for the wine’s increased roundness and texture. But this is not the tropical, blowsy, god-forbid-butterdrenched Chardonnay of yore. These wines not only have snap and vitality but also possess a multi-faceted complexity
revealed by Vanessa’s deft and intentional husbandry. All our Chardonnay go through 100% malolactic fermentation
(changing the perceived acid perception from apple to milk) and we stir the lees for texture and to promote certain leesbased aromas. We use about 40% new French oak barrels though low toast and after a year or so in bottle oak-derived aromas integrate with other characteristics and become practically unnoticeable. We do not fine or filter. The methods are traditional and can be employed with success as the fruit comes from such a cold site.
People often ask me what my favorite Peay wine is. I demure as I like them all most of the time but, between you and me,
often our Chardonnay is what I drink at the end of the day. Maybe my Cleveland roots force me to pull for life’s muchbeleaguered underdogs. As much as white Burgundy is my favorite white wine, the Burgundians, however, do not have a
lock on making complex, terroir-driven Chardonnay. Great Chardonnay is being made right here in the New World.
2004 Estate Chardonnay: (Drink) I opened this wine many times in 2013 for wine dinners. It is quite possibly my favorite
Chardonnay we have made (2012 gives it a run). There is a flinty, gunmetal quality on the nose and palate I have found in
benchmark Burgundies. I started to have some bottle variation in early 2014. I thought perhaps it had moved past its
prime drinking window until last December when I drank a bottle at The Progress’s opening dinner. It was smoking. That
bottle came from my cellar so it did not see any adverse shipping or storage conditions. If you have cellared this wine well,
it should really deliver. 610 cases
2005 Estate Chardonnay: (Drink) Yields were low in 2005 due to a spring frost. The wine had a fuller, more truffle driven
nose on release and this has persisted throughout its life. At this juncture, however, I feel the wine has reached its peak and
moved on. The oxidative qualities have begun to dominate and overtake the snap and mineral qualities this wine expressed
in its youth. 500 cases
2006 Estate Chardonnay: (Drink) I poured the 2006 Estate Chardonnay often in 2014. The various
features have become a singular, unified expression of Peay Chardonnay. The core of lemon and
pear have leesy, chalky and nutty aromas from bottle age I find very compelling. It is time to drink
now, though, as oxidative qualities are peeking under the tent. 885 cases
2007 Estate Chardonnay: (Drink/Hold) The 2007 has more verve and snap than the 2006. The
waxy and nutty aromas are just starting to develop. The wine is in good form and has less roundness than the 2005 or 2006. I will start pouring this wine at dinners in 2015. 720 cases
2008 Estate Chardonnay: (Drink/Hold) The 2008 Estate Chardonnay has great depth of flavor
with a refined melon nose and a rich, full body that is kept nimble by lively acidity. Frosts decimated yields in 2008. I also plan to pour this wine at dinners this year. 300
Continued on page 6
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have heard of Pomeranians than took Latin in high school. As if our last name were not difficult enough to pronounce correctly (and awkward, if not), we have added a second befuddling name to really confuse matters. You’re welcome.
But what does Pomarium taste like? Pomarium is the more broad-shouldered, masculine cuveé. The fruit flavors lean to
dark berry and plum notes. The presence on the palate is larger framed than our other Pinot noirs, though not necessarily
due to riper blocks in the blend but to silky tannins that ballast black fruit and earth-driven flavors. The
distinctly earthy characteristics are somewhat akin to stepping on dried pine needles in a conifer forest
mid-summer; or, smelling the scent of sagebrush on John Wayne while he’s keeping order out on the
prairie. The mouth, oftentimes, has hints of licorice, lead, black tea, and serrano ham. After making
nine vintages of Pomarium, we have a pretty good idea of what clones and blocks will comprise the core
of the blend. With tinkering due to vintage expression and block development, Pomarium includes Dijon clones 667, 777, 115, and all three of the Calera heritage selections (and, oddly enough, not our Pommard selection).

Scallop Shelf is obviously a typo. Shouldn’t it be Scallop Shell? Perhaps. When preparing the vineyard for planting, we
found scallop and nautilus fossils in our soils. We researched the geology of the region and learned that we farm in an outcropping of marine soils. Our hilltop was a former sea bed uplifted about 5-7 million years ago along the neighboring San
Andreas Fault which created the bedrock of the Pacific Coast Ridges 250 million years ago. Like geology and want to know
more? I suggest you read Vanessa’s article I Exert for Dirt at www.peayvineyards.com/i-exert-for-dirt. For our purposes,
what is important to understand is we farm in nutrient poor marine soils, low in clay content, with moderate topsoil depth
that drain slowly. This allows for our saturated soils – we get on average 60+ inches of rain per year – to retain just enough
water to feed the vines as the water table drops for most, if not the entire, growing season. The poor soils mean we do not
have to fight vigor from too much nitrogen or other nutrients; in fact, we add compost every year that we make from our
pomace (skins, stems, yeast cells.)
As for shelf, when you stand on our porch and look south you will notice the former ocean
bed forms a shelf perched above the Wheatfield Fork of the Gualala River below. I have hiked
off the southern end of the vineyard and you have to hold on to trees to keep from sliding
down the hill to the river 600 feet below. Steep. That river is our conduit to the coast. The fog
sneaks up the river valley to embrace, if not downright smother, the vineyard in the evenings.
Around noon the coastal wind blows bringing cool wind dropping temperatures into the 60s
on average. So, the shelf is key to our micro-climate. But Scallop Shelf? King Solomon would
have loved the name.
Scallop Shelf is our most feminine blend. Our francophile customers tend to find affinity with this cuveé due, I think, to its
floral, red-fruited profile, and graceful, natural beauty and elegance (think Catherine Deneuve). The
fruit flavors tend to lean to cranberry and bing cherry. Floral notes of jasmine tea combine with orange rind on the nose to provide lift and prettiness. The mouth has a more serious and focused character compared with the nose with dried cherry, copper and dried blood aromas. The tell-tale forest
floor quality you find in all of our Pinot noirs remains on the long finish. The blend is a majority of
the Pommard selection which, in our vineyard, offers a distinct orange rind flavor not the deep cherry flavor you find in wines made from the Pommard clone in warmer climates. Dijon clones 115 and 777 provide the midpalate depth and roundness with Swan and Mount Eden selections accenting the fruit flavors with high tone floral scents.
After such success naming our first two blends, we decided to play it safe. In a multitude of languages, ama means “love,
being of love, a Japanese female diver, grandmother, and land or place.” The last definition is pertinent as ama means
“land or place” in the Kashaya language of the Pomo people. The Pomo thrived in our region of the Pacific Coast for millennia. They named our knoll “where scallops lie”. We are focused on making wines that speak of a place, mainly, our
vineyard. Best showcasing that voice is our goal as wine growers and winemakers. By the 2009 vintage, we felt the more
recently planted blocks were revealing a distinct expression of Peay Vineyards Pinot noir and deserved to be elevated to a
vineyard designate and by 2012 priced on par with our other two estate Pinot noirs. Stylistically,
Continued on page 6
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Ama fits in between the muscle of Pomarium and the intellect of Scallop Shelf. The cuveé more directly speaks the language of Pinot noir; cherries, minerals, spice, smoke. There is a guaranteed hedonic response to this wine. It has grace but
it is not shy or ethereal. It is masculine but not brutish or uncouth. It is Sean Connery
as James Bond. Though Scallop Shelf and Pomarium are blends from many blocks and
clones, Ama is a little bit more block driven as it is 80-90% from 2 blocks we planted in
our second large planting in 2003. The first block we had originally planted to zinfandel but pulled out after 6 years as it could not handle our fog (the rot, the rot!) This
block, block 7, is planted entirely to a suitcase clone of Pinot noir that someone says
hails from one of the most heralded Burgundy vineyards. Eh, not so sure I believe him, but in any event, the wine from
this clonal selection makes a bold and suave wine. The dark cherry notes are quite appealing and are undergirded by a
mineral – like lead or brass – note providing real armor to the wine. In our tasting notes, I have compared the wine to a
Club where men back in the ’50s would go to read the papers; a masculine, tasteful and refined library to retreat from the
drudgery of business (and to shirk domestic duties, clearly.)
The second block is planted to the infamous “828 clone “ and is the yin to block 7’s yang. This clone was all the rage for a
few years in the early oughts. We sourced one of the first cuttings—which is likely not 828—and planted a large panhandle
shaped section to “clone 828.” The “real” clone 828 clone has been accused of providing huge yields and ripening early.
We have had the opposite experience. It is the last Pinot noir block to come off the vine and yields have been tragically
low. Even worse, for the first 8 years the wine was not that interesting, either. This began to change for the better in 2011,
and even more so in 2012, just when we decided to replant an acre of it to a different clone. The wine is often bright, floral,
earthy and non-fruit oriented. We still have a few acres that are making a solid argument for their survival. We shall see.
The remaining 5-10% of the cuveé is rounded out by a smattering of Pommard, Dijon 115 and 777 that knit the two expressions of Pinot noir together.
Are we done with all of this naming and cuveé-making? Yes, it is very likely we will not make another estate Pinot noir
cuveé. Oh wait, oops, I forgot. Elanus. The exceptional 2012 saw the inauguration of a 3 barrel cuveé we will only make
when we feel a vintage is exemplary and the overall quality of the wines is so high we must pull aside the three best barrels
to offer only to our mailing list customers. But that is a story for another day.
- Andy Peay

2009 Estate Chardonnay: (Drink/Hold) Due to the exuberance of the 2009 wines, I expected this wine to still emphasize
richness over elegance and was quite surprised by how the mineral and citrus notes have come to the fore. There is great
verve and the depth of the wine bodes well for further aging. I liked this wine so much at our tasting that I released it this
past fall as our first library release to our entire mailing list. I plan to release more library wines from time to time as I
stumble across exciting wines in our library. 545 cases
2010 Estate Chardonnay: (Drink/Hold) The cold, low yielding 2010 vintage influences the style of the estate Chardonnay
emphasizing the mineral, lime and unripe pear flavors. I like this expression of Chardonnay and, as a result, am bullish on
this wine. It has not yet developed much bottle bouquet (nuttiness, waxiness, truffle, etc.) but is laser precise. It has more
roundness and depth than Chablis but has the acidity of a Chablis. I will wait a year or so to see if some more complexity
from bottle age will emerge before pouring it at wine dinners or releasing it to you. 400 cases
2011 Estate Chardonnay: (Drink/Hold) This may be a polarizing wine. The very cold and wet year resulted in wines with
incredible snap, minerality and precision. The youthful flavors lean to kaffir lime, citrus and green almonds. It lacks the
roundness and complexity you will find in the 2012, for example, as the fruit aromas are fairly undeveloped but it has such
intensity. I love that quality in Chardonnay. As you can see by production amounts, we made half our normal amount due
to the weather. I will pour the little I have at dinners to contrast with older Chardonnay. 240 cases
2012 Estate Chardonnay: (Hold) The 2012 Estate Chardonnay has the flinty, toasty and leesy notes of the 2004 with more
pronounced minerality and intensity due to vine age and the relatively colder 2012 vintage. I have been raving about this
wine since we bottled it and it has only gotten better with time. It still shows its youthfulness with some of the oak aromas
peeking out. Give this wine 1-2 years to coalesce and another 5 years to bloom into something really special. Or, pop it
now and enjoy it, I have been. 535 cases
- Andy Peay
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When I pour our wines at a tasting event I often like to start off by offering a sample of our Chardonnay before going
through the line-up of our Pinot noir wines. Although we are most known for our estate grown Pinot noir, folks are generally happy to try our Chardonnay wines if they are not already familiar with either our Estate wine or our Sonoma Coast
bottling. Occasionally, however, there are a few folks who decline by declaring, “No thanks, I don’t like Chardonnay (or,
specifically, California Chardonnay”. To this I cast them a sidelong glance and say, “Are you sure? You should give this
try. It’s different than most Chardonnay.)” I feel like I am trying to get Mikey to eat LIFE cereal but, alas, either I look too
forlorn to refuse or they are not all too certain of their dislike of Chardonnay that they give it a whirl swirl. The ensuing
reaction is always the same: widened eyes, a brimming smile, and, “I don’t like Chardonnay but I like THIS Chardonnay!”
It is true, our Chardonnay does create converts. Often those who find Chardonnay unappealing have sampled wines that
are either too buttery and too heavy or, lately, too far on the other side of the spectrum, too lean and too boring. Our vineyard with its cool, coastal terroir produces a Chardonnay that is racy and zingy and, yet, has a core that is flavorful and a
palate depth that is creamy but not ponderous. Happily, it makes them re-think Chardonnay. Yet, there are those who
need no converting and sense right away the superb match of our refreshing Chardonnay with something that possesses
the suave creaminess of a classic dish like the French soup: Billi Bi. Chef Doug Keane of Healdsburg’s Cyrus Restaurant
paired this luxurious yet elegantly simple cream soup of mussels, white wine and fennel with our Estate Chardonnay for
our first winemaker dinner we hosted there in 2008. It became a signature dish for Chef Keane and won him the title of
Top Chef Master in the 2013 season of that show.
We have had the good fortune of dining and hosting wine dinners at Cyrus a dozen times during its seven year run before
it sadly closed in 2012. Rumor has it that a “Cyrus 2.0” is in the works here in Sonoma County so we wait with great anticipation and wish them well for the next step in their culinary journey. With Valentine’s Day coming up, I think about how
Chef Keane and his restauranteur/maître-d’ partner, Nick Peyton, are two individuals with big hearts, whether it is showcasing the food and wine of Sonoma county or raising money and awareness for the victims of the 2011 Japan tsunami, the
Tour de Cure for diabetes research, or for local charities like The Green Dog Rescue Project. I have a wonderful Valentine’s
Day memory of Nick Peyton letting me “borrow” a few mignardises from the restaurant to box up and give to my Nick
(Peay) as a valentine when I discovered the shop where I was trying to go was closed. Clearly, they have a spot in their
hearts for causes both big and small. Had I possessed this Billi Bi recipe, I could have made it for Valentine’s Day.
As a final aside, apparently, the judge of the Top Chef show was in such rapturous delight when tasting chef Kean’s Billi
Bi, his appraisal of the dish is not fit to print in a family newsletter! Let’s just say it might serve well as an aphrodisiac. To
that end, the Peay Chardonnay wouldn’t hurt either.
- Vanessa Wong, Winemaker
Mussel Jus Prep:

Billi Bi Soup:

3lbs

1Tbs

Butter

2

Leeks, cleaned and sliced thinly

1

Fennel bulb, sliced thinly

2 sprigs

Fresh thyme, chopped – stems included

5 sprigs

Parsley, chopped – stems included

¼ cup

White wine

2½-3 cups

Mussel liquor

1½ cups

Heavy cream

Pinch

Saffron

Cleaned mussels

1½ cups White wine
1.

2.

In a large pot add white wine and
bring to a boil. Add mussels and cover
with a lid. Turn heat to low and allow
mussels to cook in wine for 15-20
minutes. The goal of this step is to
extract the maximum amount of mussel liquor from mussels.
Strain mussels through a large strainer
over a bowl. Allow to sit in strainer
until you are confident as much juice
has been reserved as possible. This
should yield approximately 2 ½-3 cups
of mussel liquor. Pass this through a
fine strainer with cheese cloth to remove any sand from mussels. Reserve
this liquor.

1.
2.
3.

In a non-reactive pan, sweat leeks, fennel, thyme and parsley in butter. Add wine and
reduce to where there is almost none left in the pan.
Add mussel liquor and reduce by half. Add heavy cream to mussel jus and boil, reduce heat and cook for 10 minutes. Add saffron. Allow to simmer for 10 minutes.
Strain through fine strainer. Serve immediately or reserve and reheat later. Sprinkle a
few fresh chopped chives on top of soup, if desired, for fresh garnish.
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You can order online at our Wine Shop located at www.peayvineyards.com. Please use the account information you received when joining the mailing list. Your account information was also sent to you via email within the
past week when the release was announced. If you cannot find your user name and password, your user name is the
email address you gave when you signed up. Please click on the lost password button at the Wine Shop to be assigned a
new password that you can change once in your account. You can also fax orders to 707-894-8723 using the form below.
Please do not send an order by email as there is only one person to handle all of the incoming orders. If you would like
more than your allocation, please put your request in the wish list online or email me at andy@peayvineyards.com and I
will adjust your order, if I am able.

There are 3 methods of shipping: UPS Ground, UPS 2 day air and Pick up at the Open House.
We use a superb third party shipping fulfillment company—Wineshipping. They are the largest, highest quality, most affordable
shipper focused exclusively on direct wine shipping.
If ordering online, rates will auto-fill during the process. If ordering by fax, please indicate what method you would like below and
we will calculate shipping.
All Ground orders east of the Rockies ship via Wineshipping’s refrigerated trucks to 5 temperature controlled warehouses located
in New York, Dallas, Florida, Chicago and Atlanta. UPS Ground picks up from these warehouses and delivers to your door within
1-2 days. The rates for this service are less than UPS Ground from California and much more sound for the wine. The only catch is
we must determine at least one week in advance if we will ship your order across country to you in Wineshipping’s trucks. For this
reason, we attempt to be as conservative as we can be about shipping temperatures and will not ship unless forecasted temperatures
are between 35 and 73 degrees.
We will start shipping orders as early as late February and will release orders by state as weather permits.
The Spring Open House at the winery in Cloverdale will be on May 9th. If you select pick up at winery when ordering you must
pick up your wine that day. Otherwise we will charge your card and ship to the address on file following the Open House.
UPS GROUND ___________________________

UPS 2 DAY AIR _______________________
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